Triggering of the Norwegian Sea for gas export
Kyrre Nese 1
An overview of opening and early exploration of the area north of the 62. Parallel, has just
be given. The focus of this presentation is the development of the resources discovered.
Draugen, an oil field with limited quantities of gas, came on production as a standalone
development late 1993. Heidrun came on production late 1995, with Tjeldbergodden
Methanol Plant as an initial, unique gas offtake solution.
Further development of hydrocarbon resources in the Norwegian Sea was dependent on
having a major offtake solution of gas. The Åsgard Transport System (ÅTS) started operation
from gas year 2000, and came to be an enabler for a flourishing further development of the
Norwegian Sea. The joint development of Midgard, Smørbukk and Smørbukk South (named
Åsgard) came to be the motor which pulled the ÅTS development, as shown in license map
below2.

The initial phase of the large and complex Åsgard development will be discussed, with
emphasis on the process of aligning owner interests to obtain joint development of the
three fields as a common objective. The task was thereafter to shape a development
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concept for Åsgard, which within economic accept criteria, could carry the initial cost of a
large system for gas transport the full distance of 1400 km to the European market.
The Åsgard fields have resources distributed over an area 25 km by 60 km. Midgard is a gas
accumulation, Smørbukk South and Smørbukk had some compartments with oil and others
with gas condensate. The company Saga was operator for Midgard, while Statoil was
operator for the Smørbukk fields.
The operators executed development studies during the period 1986-1994. In 1991 Saga
completed PDO work for Midgard, based on gas sales to UK. However, there were no gas
sales options to UK at the time, therefore the documentation was sent to the Ministry for
information only. The same year Statoil performed a study on Smørbukk South as a standalone development. The project looked profitable with existing price assumptions at the
time, however when Statoil adjusted oil price expectations down, the project was killed.
The work on the Smørbukk fields was useful, as technology qualification continued, with
focus on high-pressure swivels for floating production. The knowledge from this work turned
out to be the basis for two Floating, Production, Storage and Offloading (FPSO) installations.
The first installation was Norne, which came on production in 1997, five years after
discovery. Åsgard A was the next one.
New wells drilled in Smørbukk during 1992 and 1993, provided the basis for increasing
resources. There were also indications mid 1993, that major gas sales volumes might mature
with delivery from gas year 2000. Key stakeholders realized that such new sales volumes,
contained in the upper part of the figure below, might be the opportunity to launch a new
transport system for gas from the area. A joint development of Midgard and the Smørbukk
fields would be required to launch such a major development.

With this opportunity in mind, Statoil and Saga started in 1993 a joint study program. It was
recognized that in order to lift a system for major gas export from the Norwegian Sea,
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Midgard had to be part of the solution in order to secure gas delivery, while the Smørbukk
fields with their liquid quantities, represented a financial muscle necessary to lift the
investment costs of field facilities and pipelines. Once again, the Åsgard resources are
located 1400 km north of landing points for the European market.
Early 1994 a dispute came to surface between Saga and Statoil, regarding where to position
platform facilities. The underlying issue was: which company would be the operator of the
main facilities. This “hidden agenda” caused the joint study work to stall. However, the
results from the work was used as input to the initial gas allocation application during spring
1994.
There was also an economic driving force behind the failure of this joint study work. The
three fields were distributed over 4 licenses. Saga had only ownership in the two Midgard
licenses and none in the two Smørbukk licenses. How should cost and income be distributed
between the 4 licenses in case a coordinated development?
During spring 1994 a few people in Statoil worked two basic questions:
•
•

How could real alignment and common objectives be established between 9
companies with mixed ownership in four licenses and tree different fields?
Use of well-established, proven technology did not look to be the answer to
successfully develop Smørbukk field resources. The reservoir definition was poor,
formation was tight and the resources were spread over a large area. How could
new, not fully proven technology help? What would be necessary qualification to
apply new solutions?

Statoil embarked on the first point. The question was: What sort of new currencies could be
introduced to lubricate alignment and common objectives between the nine owners.
Unitization of the four licenses would be necessary.
Prior to the Statoil summer party in connection with ONS 1994, a meeting was scheduled
between Statoil and Saga. Only two persons were present, one from Statoil and one from
Saga. During that conversation a handwritten note was discussed and handed over to Saga,
with the following elements:
1. Would Saga positively consider a swap of operatorship between Statoil and Saga?
Could the operatorship of the license which held the discovery which later became
the Varg oil field, be exchanged with the operatorship of the Midgard licenses?
2. Would Saga accept working with Statoil in a joint Åsgard project team to execute
optimal development of the three Åsgard fields? The work would be under the
formal operatorship of Statoil, while Statoil and Saga would be equal parties in the
project itself.
3. Statoil committed to promote that Saga could get ownership in the Smørbukk
licenses, by acquiring shares from the SDØE portfolio.
Saga was positive and an interim agreement between the two companies was in place in
October 1994, and a final agreement was signed in November 1994.
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Regarding the last point, Saga later acquired a 7% share in the two Smørbukk licenses (PL
094 and PL 134) from Statoil. Later Statoil received 5% from the State Direct Economic
Interest (SDØE). The last transaction was approved by the Parliament.
The next issue was to unitize the four licenses into one unit. There was another big
uncertainty hanging over the companies at the time, the governmental execution of the
sliding scale. In license agreements at the time, there were several levels of sliding scale
execution, depending on the reserve situation. After careful review of the license
agreement, Statoil saw that the highest sliding scale level might be executed, but it was not
very likely and it would not happen without dispute from the owners. After discussions with
the Ministry, they got a motivation to send a letter to the licensees stating that if a
unitization agreement between the four licenses was finalized by March 1 1995, the Ministry
would not consider executing the highest level of the sliding scale. Prior to the Ministry sent
the letter, Statoil had meetings with all the licensees, showing them a draft of the letter, and
got their confirmation that receiving such a letter would be positive.
There were some hectic days end February to finalize the unitization agreement, two of the
smallest owners sold their shares in the new unit to other owners in the unit. The Åsgard
Unit Agreement (PL 062, PL 074, PL 094 and PL 134) was signed 27. of February 1995, Statoil
was the operator, the sliding scale had been executed and there were “only” seven owners
left in the unit. On the other side, Saga was on the way to take over as operator of the
oilfield Varg.

The selected development concept
The joint Åsgard project team with Saga was established Q 4 1994. Now it was time to focus
on the technical concept for Åsgard and attack all the challenges nature had given. In short:
Midgard was a “nice” gas field, while the Smørbukk fields had a “wicked” character with low
permeability and high GOR fluids. Smørbukk had 4 times higher reserves than Smørbukk
South.
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The joint project team knew that there would be a fight to reduce cost such that the income
could lift cost of field installations and cost of a large gas pipeline to somewhere in southern
Norway, in order to finalize the processing of the gas.
The greatness of our task was formulated in this way: “We will open the Norwegian Sea for
gas export by development of the Åsgard fields”.
Some technical facts about Åsgard:
1. Water depth 240-300 m.
2. Reservoir depth from 2500m to 4800m giving well lengths up to 5000-8000m.
3. Reservoir pressure from 250 bar to 480 bar, reservoir temperature up to 165 degree
Centigrade, with relatively high H2S and CO2 content in the Smørbukk fluids.
4. Smørbukk fields contain high GOR fluids, 1000 Sm3 gas per Sm3 oil
5. Likely recoverable Åsgard resources 123 mill Sm3 oil and condensate and 232 billion
Sm3 gas at the time of PDO submittal
In order to realize development, the project team formulated some key strategies like:
1. Benefit as much as possible from the NORSOK initiatives and set NORSOK targets
2. Dare to make significant leaps in technology
3. Ensure borderless cooperation between parties. Partners and contractor were
strongly involved in the early phase.
The Åsgard technical facilities were designed for higher than normal throughput rates,
pressure, temperature and content of H2S and Co2. That required large scale technical
qualifications of equipment, and until such equipment were qualified, base solutions was
kept as backup. Such backup solutions would normally have less capacity and much higher
cost.
The selected concept consists of:
1. Major subsea development with 17 templates and close to 60 wells. In excess of
50 000 tons of steel to be placed at the sea bottom
2. The FPSO Åsgard A processes oil and inject gas, while the large Semi Åsgard B take
care of gas processing. Oil is evacuated by offshore loading. Åsgard C is an FSU taking
care of stabilized condensate from Åsgard B
3. The wet gas is shipped in Åsgard Transport, receiving final processing at Kårstø 730
km away from the field
4. A large number of flexible risers were installed between templates and facilities. The
temperatures in the risers could vary between -7 degree C and + 140 degree C,
depending on flow condition
5. High degree of use of 13% Chrome material to save cost, instead using duplex steel
6. 3 – 4 mobile drilling rigs were active on the field for a considerable amount of time
7. Several different methods of hydrate control: Flow bundle, electric heating and
chemical control
A few words about Åsgard Transport which is flowing rich gas, starting at a riser base close
to Åsgard B. The riser base is connected to Åsgard B through flexible risers. The pipeline
itself is 42 inches and ends up in Kårstø. The technical advanced riser base also provides
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launching facilities for pigs used to clean the line internally or to inspect its condition. The
available technical capacity (ATC) of the line is 70 MS3/d.
The PDO and PIO were submitted 15.12.1995 and approved by the Parliament 13.06.1996.
Åsgard A came on production 19.05.1999 and Åsgard B had first gas on deck 01.10.2000.
Execution of the Åsgard development was not without challenges, both with respect to cost
overrun and technical issues. Several NORSOK developments had cost challenges, as the
industry had not at all been capable of maturing a NORSOK practice. Åsgard crossed a
number of proven technology limits, - which gave problems. One of these were vibration in
Åsgard B gas export risers. In retrospect
Åsgard Transport was later connected to Norne and Heidrun to the North, and to Draugen
and Kristin to the South. The installations connected to Åsgard Transport, has then later
been connected a number of templates. Åsgard has as example 6-8 newer facilities
connected. The most spectacular is the subsea compression module, which allows reduced
pressure in Midgard3.

From a Statoil presentation

Area development around Åsgard by year 2015
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Content in illustration provided by Equinor
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The Åsgard development represented a giant technological leap in year 2000. Åsgard had
opened the Norwegian Sea for gas evacuation.
In recent years the, the design and installation of the Åsgard subsea compression factory
represented a similar giant technological leap.
By 31.12.2018 the produced amount from the Norwegian Sea were 1290 mill Sm3 o.e. while
the expected remaining recoverable resources were estimated by NPD to be 2825 Sm3 o.e.
Advice and learning from the hectic Åsgard period 1985-90, which was a time quite different
from the regimes of today:
•
•
•

•

In challenging tasks with conflicting interest, identification of new currencies may
help to lubricate progress. A good medicine is always to be proactive.
Good relations are always useful. Understanding needs of others will help you
navigate.
Stay focused on uncertainty and risk management. Elements on the Technology
Qualification Program (TQP) did not pose problems. It was elements outside the TQP
which introduced unexpected problems. The risk related to those elements were not
fully understood.
Remember: A huge challenge mobilizes stronger will and stronger commitment in
your team. Help your organization see the challenge
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